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CONTEXT

The long term success of any organisation is largely dependent on its

ability to continually adapt and respond to the constantly changing world  

in which we exist.

 

Those organisations that cultivate a culture of continuous transformation

enabled and accelerated by appropriate governance, process and

technology, are best placed to leverage change for competitive advantage

and they are able to respond in a proactive manner to the impacts and

implications that current and future changes will have on their staff, their

business models, their industry ecosystem, consumer behaviours and

society in general. 

 

Responsive organisations such as these have the ability to shape the

future, as opposed to simply reacting to it.

 

This brochure outlines the

approach for a single day

Masterclass designed to give 

participants an overview of some of

the high level activities undertaken

by responsive organisations, in

order for them to understand the

benefits and to begin to consider

the requirements for them to

undertake such activities at scale

across their entire organisation.

 



APPROACH

Continuous transformation requires a blend of both "Art" and "Science" where in

this context "Art" refers to the "right brain" / free thinking / big picture /

qualitative and people aspects, while "Science" refers to the "left brain" / logical /

analytical and quantitative aspects.

ART AND SCIENCE

MODULE 1:- TURBULENT TIMES (ART)

The day kicks off with a high energy "big picture"

session covering current trends based on Andrew's

research and continuous Horizon Scanning

activities, intended to open the audience's minds to

the "Art of the Possible".

MODULE 2:- HORIZON SCANNING (SCIENCE)

The next session consists of 2 guided group

activities to introduce the participants to the

concept of continuous horizon scanning in order for

them to be in a better position to identify future

opportunities for themselves. This module covers

"where to look for change" and "how to record and

quantify the impact of change" using a structured

approach based on Andrew's Award Winning Book.

MODULE 3:- ENVISIONING THE FUTURE (ART)

Armed with the outputs from the previous session,

the participants are introduced to a simple ideation  

technique to expand their initial thoughts in order

to contemplate the wider impacts and implications

of change which they then apply in an individual

exercise to envision multiple possible futures and

associated use cases.

MODULE 4:- OPPORTUNITY MAPPING (SCIENCE)

Not all opportunities are equal and resources are

finite. The final session introduces the concept of a

quadrant based "Opportunity Radar across 3 time

horizons as an aid to focus actionable next steps. 

https://bookauthority.org/books/new-startup-books?t=1834ga&s=award&book=1916124615
https://bookauthority.org/books/new-startup-books?t=1834ga&s=award&book=1916124615


OUTCOMES

an overview of the high level trends shaping the world today

an appreciation of the benefits of "making the unknown, the everyday" 

insight into where to start looking for sources of inspiration

a framework to capture, classify and quantify the impact of change 

a simple ideation technique to expand initial thinking 

an appreciation of the benefits of including the entire organisation

an understanding of the need for both Art and Science for transformation  

a method of identifying and prioritising next steps

This is an intense, full day session that is designed to deliver tangible benefits in

the form of capabilities and insights. By the end of the day, the participants will

have gained:-

 

 

In addition to this, throughout the day the participants are encouraged to

consider how to repeat this at scale in their own organisation in order to begin

their transformation journey to become a responsive organisation that

continuously adapts to change.  

Overcoming resistance to change

Cultivating capabilities, skills and mindsets for the future

Calculating "The Size of the Prize" 

Leveraging communities of interest to increase employee engagement

Implementing appropriate governance structures

Enabling processes and platforms 

Expanding ecosystems externally

Further aspects for future consideration include:-

Please contact Andrew directly to discuss any bespoke requirements you

may have.

 



AUDIENCES

Companies & Teams

As this Masterclass is designed to

provide context and inspire

participation and action, it is

applicable to every department

and every employee in an

organisation from the bottom to

the top.

 

Senior stakeholders will gain first

hand experience of the benefits of

the approach while also getting a

glimpse of some of the challenges

they may face transforming their

own organisation.

 

Individual and cross-functional

teams will immediately be able to

apply the skills and techniques

learned within their own remit in

order to achieve actionable

outcomes.

 

Both students and faculty will

benefit from the real world

examples and capabilities gained,

enabling them to apply these to   

 shape the organisations of the

future.

Universities & Colleges



ABOUT

Having spent over 30 years leading and participating in transformation and

innovation initiatives across a wide range of industries, Andrew has built up a

reputation as a passionate technologist, innovator and disruptor. A published

author with a background in research and a qualification in foresight, he is best

known for helping organisations to BE more innovative in everything they do as

opposed to (just) having an innovation department.

 

The majority of his time is spent scanning and scouting for changes in the TIPS

 (Technologies, Innovations, Patents and Start-ups) behind the trends that are

driving new business models and shaping consumer behaviour today. He

contemplates the impacts and implications these will have on society, industry

and the individuals within. Weaving these into colourful and credible stories,

specifically designed to inspire audiences and clients across the world, he helps

them to envisage a wide range of multiple possible futures that will be fuelled,

accelerated and enabled by harnessing technology & change. 
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